
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.specfloors.co.za 

SPEC FLOORS are globally certified applicators of HACCP approved flooring systems 



POLYURETHANE SYSTEMS 
 

In a high traffic, high impact industrial environment it is critical that floors are resistant to damage, reliable 

under demanding conditions & safe to work on for employees. For this reason, many businesses choose 
polyurethane floors to ensure durability, safety & resilience.  They offer protection against damage, help to 

prevent slipping and are an attractive final touch to your floors. 
 

POLYSPEC - ANTI-MICROBIAL  2mm- 9mm 

An antimicrobial agent is homogenously distributed 
throughout the floor to enhance on-site hygiene 

levels and complement floor cleaning and sanitation   
practices between wash cycles. 

POLYSPEC - ANTI-STATIC  3.5mm - 6mm 
ESD is a threat in many environments. An 

electrostatic protected area is created by installing an 
epoxy coating that safely dissipates electrostatic 

charge to ground faster than it accumulates. 

   

Suitable for use in food & beverage, health care, 
cosmetics & pharmaceutical industries in factory, 

packaging, processing and warehousing areas. 

Suitable for use in computer, electronics, chemical, 
ammunitions & explosives industries in assembly, 

production, decanting and containment areas. 

 
Today’s intense focus on sanitation standards & cleanliness means that hygiene must be factored into the 

very fabric of a building. Hazard Analysis & Critical Control Point (HACCP) is a globally recognized safety 
programme which allows food & beverage producers to rest assured their facilities will meet standards for 
safe procurement, production and processing. SPEC FLOORS has been accredited with HACCP international 

certification due to its ability to meet the stringent standards of food industry regulators. 

 

SPECIALIZED SYSTEMS 
 

In a manufacturing environment the general rule is that anyone should be able to walk into a workplace and 
identify the flow within 60 seconds. Whether that flow is NO GO or GO, for people or vehicles, demarcation 

plays a huge role in ensuring safety, productivity and order are maintained. 
 

PARKING DECKS 
A wide variety of application suited products 

brighten up car park areas, reduce tire squeal noise 

and deliver good chemical resistance. Hard wearing 
as well as UV and abrasion resistant. 

DEMARCATION 
An assortment of easy to clean, seamless and hard-
wearing products are available. Most systems are 

slip resistant, liquid proof and offer good chemical 
and abrasion resistance. 

 

 

 

 

 

Suitable for use in all retail, commercial, industrial 
and warehousing environments and high traffic 

indoor and outdoor parking areas. 

Suitable for use in production, commercial, 
industrial and warehousing environments and high 

traffic areas indoors and outdoors. 



EPOXY SYSTEMS 
 

Epoxy floor coatings are hard wearing and durable solutions for both commercial and industrial flooring. 

They can be applied over existing concrete & provide a high performance & attractive surface and finish. 
 

EPOXY SPEC  500 
These 60 – 500 micron systems offer a cost effective, 
hygienic floor & wall coating solution for light traffic 

floors with mild chemical cleaning. 

EPOXY SPEC  1000 - 4000 
1mm – 4mm systems are economical, durable & cost-

effective solutions for heavy wear requiring a 
smooth, chemical and abrasion resistant floor. 

  

Suitable for use in change rooms, ablutions, clean 

room environments, factories, schools, hospitals, 
warehouses, walkways & general applications. 

 

Suitable for use in garages & workshops, canteens, 

pharmaceutical & cosmetic plants, printing plants, 
laboratories, electronics and aerospace facilities. 

EPOXY SPEC QUARTZ 
Ideal for areas subject to heavy wear but requiring a 
modern, decorative finish. These seamless, easy to 
clean systems are hygienic with good service life. 

EPOXY SPEC TERRAZZO 

This hard wearing, abrasion resistant system offers 
excellent chemical resistance. An easy to clean, non-

slip, seamless decorative flooring solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suitable for use in reception areas, lobbies, 

stadiums, canteens, shopping malls, hotels as well 

as passages, foyers and ablutions. 

Suitable for use in hospitals, hotels, shopping malls, 

passageways, reception areas and many private and 

residential applications. 
 

SPECIALIZED SYSTEMS 
 

CONCRETE POLISHING 
Transform a dull concrete floor into a floor which is 

shiny and dust-free. Polishing brings out the true 
beauty of concrete in a remarkable way. 

CHEMICAL RESISTANT LININGS 
Corrosive agents such as sugars & acids are a floors’ 

worst enemy. These linings offer total protection 
against corrosive agents & chemical attacks. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rejuvenate concrete substrates in any retail, 

commercial, industrial and warehousing 
environment regardless of traffic and usage. 

Suitable for use in high temperature production, 

commercial, chemical and warehousing 
environments on most substrates, indoors and out. 



THE COMPANY 
 

Doing business with SPEC FLOORS assures you of far more than a competitively priced, 

application suited flooring solution. 

SPEC FLOORS entered the commercial and industrial flooring market over 20 years ago with a single vision. 

That vision was to be a market leader in terms of flooring skill, creativity and technology, and we pride 

ourselves in having reached that goal. 

Our success has been achieved by following two simple principals; attention to detail and delivering value at 

every interaction. From the first point of contact with us you can be assured of customer centricity, sales 

professionalism and expert advice. Once on site, highly skilled preparation and application teams use state-of -

the-art equipment and internationally assured products to produce flooring foundations and finishes of the 

highest standards, both structurally and visually. Quality assurance is very close to our hearts and we deliver 

this through constant on-site supervision, pre-delivery inspection and customer involved hand-over. These 

practices have resulted in us having built an enviable reputation for quality and delivery, which reflect in our 

high levels of customer satisfaction and loyalty. 

Our decades of flooring experience, both locally and internationally have taught us much, yet we still strive to 

learn more. We maintain our coveted usage and application accreditation status with our global suppliers 

through consistent training in, and adherence to, their stipulated application methods. We stay ahead of the 

market through our bench-markings and studies of industry trends, product enhancements and equipment and 

technology developments and apply those learnings that add value to our deliveries. 

As we have grown so has our vision, that vision is to have customers asking the question “Do I want any floor, 

or do I want a SPEC FLOOR?” 

 

Unit 14, N12 Airport Industrial Park, Dr Vosloo Rd Bartlett - Gauteng, South Africa 

Tel +27 11 894 1412 - Email info@specfloors.co.za  

www.specfloors.co.za 
 
 

SPEC FLOORS are globally certified applicators of HACCP approved flooring systems 
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